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Introduction

We are in a slow decarbonization process. Currently the EU building stock consumes 40% of the EU's 

energy and accounts for 36% of the EU's CO2 emissions.

The overall objective of the BuiltHub project is to define the roadmap and vision for a durable data flow to 

determine the EU housing stock.

Some specific objectives of this project will be:

• Definition of a standardized data management approach for a reliable analysis of the building stock. 

• Establishment of a community commitment and a sustainable ecosystem to ensure durable data flows. 

• Definition of a robust and resilient web-based IT infrastructure, governance and corresponding 

measures to ensure durability and sustainability. 

• Assessment of the progress of the EU building stock towards decarbonization. 

• Transformation of data into information and knowledge to develop specific uses/services for 

stakeholders: market players and policy makers (EU, national and local authorities).



Infrastructure



Infrastructure (prototype)

This section describes the infrastructure that supports the BuiltHub platform. To do it more 

understandable, it will be compared with the infrastructure of the prototype.
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The overall architecture of the BuiltHub prototype



Infrastructure (Current)

BuiltHub has adapted its 

architecture to support the 

requirements of privacy, high 

availability, workload and 

efficiency of a modern data-

intensive platform.

This changes allowed the 

platform to maintain the data 

ingestion workflow and improve 

the security and performance of 

the platform, as it now runs 

layers of specific microservices 

and a more dedicated database.

The building-blocks architecture of BuiltHub



Security



Security: Platform authentication

The entry page to the platform has been replaced by a customized version of the Keycloak login form:

The first time that you try to access to the platform you will have to register and receive an email asking 

you for change your password. 



Security: Role-based access control

A user can access the platform with different roles. These roles classify the user and allow/forbid some 

functionalities of the platform. Nowadays, the platform support the following roles:

Role Capabilities

Contributor They can use the dashboards, the OWL viewer, the Data Catalog and 

perform SPARQL queries. They also can upload datasets, save SPARQL 

queries and use those queries from the integration API. A contributor cannot 

watch or manage the queries of other contributors.

Manager In addition to the capabilities of the Guest role, they can watch all the queries 

in BuiltHub. This role has been thought of for administration purposes only.



Functionalities



Functionalities: The ontology viewer



Functionalities: The data catalog



Data Sources

Currently, the BuiltHub platform ingests and exploits data from the following datasets:

Dataset Title

001 Horizon 2020 HotMaps project: Building stock analysis

005 IEE ENTRANZE project: Policies to Enforce the TRAnsition to Nearly Zero Energy 

buildings in the EU27

011 FP7 iNSPiRe project: building stock analysis

014 EUROSTAT: Final energy consumption in households

015 EUROSTAT: Final energy consumption in households by fuel

016 EUROSTAT: Disaggregated final energy consumption in households

017 ZENSUS 2011

023 National Housing Census: European statistical System

024 Energy prices in 2019 -Household energy prices in the EU



Dataset Title

025 EUROSTAT: GDP per capita in PPS

026 EUROSTAT: Population on 1 January by age, sex and NUTS 2 region

027 EUROSTAT - Cooling and heating degree days

028 EDGAR (Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research) CO2 Emissions

029 CORDEX - Regional climate model data on single levels for Europe (GIS)

030 PVGIS - Photovoltaic Geographical Information System

444 EUROSTAT: Disaggregated final energy consumption in households - quantities

501 EUROSTAT: Households by size (persons)

526 CensusHub2

555 BeReel



Functionalities: The data catalog



Functionalities: The SPARQL Editor



Functionalities: The Upload Dataset



Integration



Integration

Data can be retrieved using a machine-machine system. For BuiltHub platform, an Application

Programming Interface (API) Restful web service has been developed. This system allows to retrieve the

desired data in different formats: JSON, CSV or TSV.

It is necessary to build and save the desired query in the SPARQL Editor so this service can retrieve that 

data. There are two ways to obtain this data from a business intelligence software such as excel. These 

two ways are either with OData or directly using a web url. 



Integration (OData)

The first form we are going to cover is using OData. First, go to “Data” in excel and select “Get Data”, next click on

“From Other Sources” and finally “From OData Feed”. A window will pop up. Go to “Advanced” and introduce the

following url https://platform.builthub.eu/odata/ and check the last option (include open type columns).

https://platform.builthub.eu/odata/


Integration (Web URL)

The process will be similar, “Data”, “Get Data”, “From Other Sources” and in this case “From Web”. In the 

popped-up window you need to introduce this url https://platform.builthub.eu/integration/office/dataset?name= . 

Here you need to indicate at the end the name of the query of the data you want to import. Remember to include 

the id of the query which will be showed on the tooltip when going through the list of the sample queries.

https://platform.builthub.eu/integration/office/dataset?name=


Dashboards



Dashboards & Storylines

Nowadays, the BuiltHub platform allows working with the following dashboards:

• European Union CO2 Emissions

• European Union Energy Consumption

• European Union Building Areas (Advanced)

• European Union Space Heating Comparison

• European Union Geoinformation Sample

• Renovation Graphs

• BeReel

• European Union Territorial-Unit Consumption

• Swedish Case

• ML Method



Dashboards: European Union CO2 Emissions



Dashboards: European Union Energy Consumption



Dashboards: European Union Building Areas (Advanced)



Dashboards: European Union Space Heating Comparison



Dashboards: European Union Geoinformation Sample



Storylines: Renovation Graphs



Storylines: BeReel



Storylines: European Union Territorial-Unit Consumption



Dashboards: Swedish case



ML Method



Documentation and Guides



Documentation and Guides

We have created the first drafts of the Users 

Guide, Integration Guide as well as some video 

tutorials to help the user navigate through the 

platform. 

This documents and video tutorials are easily 

findable in the Help section of the menu of the 

platform.
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